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1.

A Survey of the Logging Engineering Graduates and Former

Students from Oregon State College

History of the Logging Engineering Department

As logging became more complex, engineers were hired to

plan roads and railroads into the more inaccessible areas.

These men were taken from the field of Civil Engineering,

Good engineering was done but they could not apply themselves

to the problems of logging. Men in the industry, realizing

the peculiar requirements of their business, requested the

School of Forestry at Oregon State College to train men for

this branch of the lumber industry. As a result, the Logging

Engineering Department was set up in the school in the fall

of 1913, Technical courses were taught by non-resident

instructors, among whom were:

J. P. Van Orsdale - Portland Lumber Company
J. D. Young - Ihnman Polsen Lumber Company
J. C. 0'Gorman - Wisconsin Lumber Company

All engineering subjects, at that time, were taught by the

School of Engineering, In , the School of Forestry began

teaching the engineering subjects and used the newly acquired

McDonald Forest for field work. This gave the students a

more practical course in engineering under the conditions

they would encounter after graduation.

In 1917, J. P. Van Orsdale became the first professor

of Logging Engineering. E. M. Buol succeeded him in 1920

and in the following year H, R. Patterson was appointed
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Professor of Logging Engineering. During this time and until

1930 the courses were taught by one person. At this time

L. J. Cummings assisted Patterson as Instructor of Logging

Engineering. The following year, 1931, J. K. Brandeberry re

placed Cummings, Brandeberry was succeeded by F. J. Schreiner

in 1932. C. J. Budelier replaced Schreiner in 1935 and since

that time Patterson and Budelier have been in charge of the

Logging Engineering Department.

Purpose of the Survey

The purpose of this thesis is to find:

1. The number of graduates still in logging engineering.

2. The fields the graduates have entered.

3. Types of positions at 5 year intervals since graduation.

4. Salaries at 5 year intervals.

5. Correlation between grades and salaries.

6. Effect of activities to salaries.

7. Recommended changes to the present curriculum.

The object is to present the findings so that students

interested in a certain field of logging may make use of the

experience of the graduates in that field by taking courses

recommended. The lumber industry is also interested in

training the men more fully in all lines by their apprentice

training program. The tendancy was at first that logging

engineers be engineers. This has lately been changed so that

they are now a mixture of engineers and foresters. The belief

is that they should hit the happy medium and be trained as
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logging engineers. Application of the recommendations would

bring this about. As the field of logging has widened, it has

given the men an opportunity to specialize in different fields.

Procedure

The names of the graduates were obtained from the

secretary's office of the forestry school. A form letter

(page 4) was sent to all the men that addresses were available

for. A stamped self-addressed envelope was enclosed to insure

a high return of questionaires. As a result, 72 replies were

received from 125 men to whom letters were sent. It is on

these 72 answers that this thesis is based.
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( Sample Form Letter )

Dear Sir:

In order to find the fields open to logging engineering
graduates, I have chosen the survey of the graduates and ex-
students of this department from Oregon State College as my
senior thesis topic. The thesis is to be a statistical report
and will include no names. For this purpose will you kindly
fill this form out as completely as possible?

1. Name 2. Year of Graduation

3. Present position 4. Employer

5. Salary - under $2,000,#2,000-#3,000,#3,000-#4,000,#4,000-
|5,000,f5,000-#6,000,#6,000-$7,000,#7,000-#8,000,over#8,000.

6. General list of positions held from time of graduation

until the present and your employer.

Employer

Employer

Employer

.Employer

7. What experience did you have in logging or engineering
before graduation?

8. Did you have any difficulties in the field, immediately after
graduation, that you could attribute to lack of preparation
in college?

9, What courses do you believe should be added to L.E.?

10. What courses do you believe should be changed in L.E.?

I would appreciate an answer with the enclosed self-address
ed envelope.
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Report of the Survey

The first man to graduate in Logging Engineering was in

1915. Since that time 126 men have graduated and 32 left

school before graduation. Letters were sent to 125 of thel58.

Some were killed during the World War, others died, and some

have lost contact with the school. The report is based on 72

replies out of 125 contacted, or 57$ of the graduates and

former students. Of the 72 replies, 63 were from graduates

and 9 from former students. The following table shows the

number graduating or leaving school at different years.

Table I

Number of Logging Engineering Graduates and Former Students
and the Year of Graduation

Year Graduates Former Students Total

1915 1 1

1916 2 2

1917 12 2 14

1918 4 4

1919 1 1

1920 4 4

1921 3 1 4

1922 4 2 6

1923 9 3 12

1924 7 1 8

1925 5 1 6

1926 6 1 7-

1927 4 6 10

1928 6 6

1929 3 3

1930 3 1 4

1931 3 3 6

1932 4 1 5

1933 1 1

1934 3 3

1935 3 1 4

1936 1 1

1937 6 6

1938 6 6

1939 4 2 6

1940 12 2 14

1941 9 5 14

126 32 158
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The Fields that Logging Engineers have entered

The conditions at the time of graduation had an effect

on the field that the men entered. During the depression they

were forced to take any job available and slowly changed to

the work they preferred. When conditions improved the men had

the pick of the jobs and entered the work that gave them the

best promise of a future. The following table (II) shows the

number and percent of men that went into different fields.

Table II

The Number of Graduates in Different Fields

Fields Number Percent
Salesmen (Logging Machines
Logging Engineers
Managers & Superintendents
Instrumentmen (Logging)
Draftsmen

Engineers (Government)
Instrumentmen (Govt.)
Foresters

Army
Professors

Miscellaneous

From the above table, the number of men in general fields are:

40$ - Logging
60$ - Forestry
18$ - Logging Engineering
22$ - Engineering( Government, state, and city )
43$ - Engineering

To show what conditions effected these men as to the

field they have entered, the following table (III) shows the

number of graduates that entered the fields at different

five year intervals.

1 1

10 14

14 20

3 4

2 3

11 15

5 7

12 16

7 10

2 3

5 7

72 100$
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Table III

The Fields Entered at 5 Year Intervals

Fields 1916-20 1921-25 1926-30 1931-35 1936-40 .L94
Salesmen 1
Logging Eng. 3 1 3 3
Man. & Supt. 3 5 3 1 2
Instrumentmen 2 1
Draftsmen 2
Engineers 3 2 1 2 4
Instrumentmen 3 1
Foresters 1 1 2 8

Army 1 2 1 2 1
Professors 1 1
Miscellameous 1 3 1

9 15 11 13 17 6

Most of the men now in logging started out as instrument-

men advancing to assistant Logging Engineers and Logging

Engineers. Some of them advanced to Managers and Superintendents

while others stayed in the engineering work, When times

were better than usual men could commence working as Logging

Engineers.

The majority of the men graduating during the depression

went to work with the United States Forest Service mostly

doing engineering work. Some obtained joBs with the government

doing engineering work on government projects.

Some of the fields offer more remuneration than others.

Table (IV) shows the average salaries of the men in the

different fields. Table (V) shows the average salary after

1 year, 5 years, 10 years, 15 years, 20 years, and 25 years

after graduation in the different fields.
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Table IV

The Average Salary of Fields open to Logging Engineers

Fields Salary
Salesmen $5,500
Managers and Superintendents |>4,800
Miscellaneous |3,300
Army |3,000
Engineers (Government) §3,000
Professors |3,000
Logging Engineere |2,P00
Instrumentmen (Govt.) $2,900
Foresters $2,700
Instrumentmen (Logging) §2,500
Draftsmen #2,500

Table V

The Average Salary of each Field at Five Year Intervals

Fields 1916-20 1921-25 1926-30 1931-35 1936-40 1941

Salesmen |5,500
Logging Eng. $.3,500 $3,500 $2,600 #2,500
Man. & Supt. |7,500 $4,750 $3,600 $4,500 $2,750
Instrumentmen 8)2,750 $2,500
Drafltsmen |!2,500
Engineers $3,800 |3,500 $2,500 $3,250 l>2,400
Instrumentmen 212,800 $3,500
Foresters $2,500 J!2,500 |2,500 $2,750
Army $5,500 |3,500 $2,500 $2,250 $2,000
Professors $3,500 $2,500
Miscellaneous $4,500 $3,000 $2,500

Correlation between Grades and Salary

There has been some question in the students minds whether

the grade point obtained in college Is indicative of the salary

they will later be able to obtain. Some students are able to

get a good scholastic average and still engage in extra-cur

ricular activities; others are not able to do so. The follow-

*nS is 'an attempt to determine whether a high grade or a mod

erate scholastic standing with outside activities is the best

preparation for future work.
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The following charts are based on grade points obtained

from the Registrars office and salaries of the men graduating

In periods of five year intervals. The purpose of the charts

is to determine whether there is any correlation between grades

and salary. A straight line curve was used so that if there

was a correlation it would show more clearly whether it was

directly or inversely.

Chart VI 1916-1920

£o 2.Z? Z* Z.tf l.oo

Grade Point Averqge
Chart VI shows a direct correlation of $1,000 increase

in salary for the next higher grade point. The curve is

based on nine men with a wide spread grade point.

The graduates left college during the war when jobs were

easy to find. This might have had an inflence on getting

jobs as everyone should have been able to get one.

3.*«" *.€
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Chart VII 1921-1925

2.0 2.251 Z.S 2.1f 3.o "3.**" *.S

Grade Poin*! Average

Chart VII Is based on 15 men with a wide spread grade

point showing an inverse correlation of salary to grade point

of $250 for the next higher grade point.

The condition after the war could have effected the

chances of getting jobs in the industry. The men probably

had to keep what they could get and were afraid to step out

of these for something that looked better at the time.

Chart VIII 1926-1930

2.0 2.2* 2.5 2-7* 3.0 S.?r 9.f

Grade Point Averoga
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Chart VIII shows no correlation between grades and salary

among the eleven men graduating. In this case, also there

is a wide spread grade point and a horizontal curve showing

no increase in salary regardless of the grade obtained in

college.

During this time there were two depressions that affected

all industries. One, the Ford depression, and the other in

1929.

Chart IX 1931-1935

W •2.0 a.»5 «.«" *ts

Grode Poinl Average
3o 3.W

Chart IX shows an inverse correlation between grades and

salary. Thirteen men graduated in that time period with a

very large spread in grade points. The straight line curve

shows a decrease in salary of $1,000 for the next higher

grade point.

At this time there was a great deal of government work.

Possibly only the men with high grade points could pass the

examination to get these jobs, the others had to find other

work which evidently had a better future for them.



Chart X 1936-1940

v.zr z.s z.ns 3. o

Grade Poln f Averoge
3.2 s"

12,

3.4

Chart X is based on 17 men graduating in that period.

Here again there is an inverse correlation between grades and

salary. For every increase of grade point there is a decrease

of $500.

Government work was still in progress at this time, and

probably the same things took place as in the period 31-35.

Chart XI 1941

2.0 x.a«- <r.s 3-o2.1 *•

Grade Poinf Average
Chart XI shows no correlation between grades and salary

for the six men graduating. There is a fairly large spread

in grade point with very little change In salary.

This Is the first job the men have had and as jobs were

plentiful, they have had no chance to improve themselves on

their own merits.

3.7 f 3jr
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The following chart, XII, shows the correlation between

grades and salary of all the graduates and former students.

This curve shows that, in the long run, there may be a

correlation of $500 for the next higher grade point. Condi

tions have been different at various intervals since the

men graduated, so the accuracy of the curve cannot be vouched

for.

20 2.»S 2.5" -e.fj-

Grode Point Average

The Effect of Activities to Salary

Am attempt has been made to see if men became involved

in activities while in college are benefited in later years.

In this case, Xi Sigma Phi members are compared against the

other students of the school.

The members of Xi Sigma Phi are chosen on three points,

namely:

-3.6 •3.1$ SAT
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1. Grades

2. Activities In the School of Forestry
3. Activities outside of the school of Forestry

Again, some men have engaged in activities while going to

college that have not been recognized.

In comparing these two sets of men, 25$ in XI Sigma Phi

and 75$ not in the honorary, it is noted that the comparative

salary is:

XI Sigma Phi - $3,200

Other Students - $3,320

The returns from the men has been the same, that is, the

same percentage of XI Sigma Phi answered the questionaire as

the others contacted.

The Comparision of Graduates and Former Students

Some men have not been able to complete their course for

one reason or another. Some left before graduation to land a

job that would not have been available after graduation. As

things turned out, they would have been better off to graduate

because the comparative salaries are:

Graduates - $3,350
Former Students - $2,800

Recommended Courses

Basically, college is an institution to train men for a

certain profession. A course is set up that will give the

men the practical mechanics of the work and also the theory to

base further work on. As times change, so does the profession

and the courses should change so that the men graduating will

leave fully qualified for their work. Many of these
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changes are anticipated by the professors and provided for.

After a man enters a changing field he developes himself as

these changes occur, but a new man meets with difficulty when

he first enters his work. Certain recommended changes have

been made to correct the courses and train the new men for

the work that they are to enter. Certain ones that were prac

tical at the time, have become useless. As the field has be

come more specialized, the men in the profession believe cer

tain ones should be added in place of others so that graduates

will find no difficulty in the work that they have studied

for, due to unsound training. The following are courses sug

gested that would better train men. It is based on the

answers from fifteen men connected directly with Logging

Engineering. They are in order of the greater number of

recommendations.

Timber Management and Evaluation - A boiled down course

based on sound economic principals.

Engineering Subjects - Engineering Physics, problems,

Strength of materials, Structural design, Hydraulics, Mechanics,

Mechanical Engineering; Subjects - Diesel engines.

Business Administration Subjects - Bookkeeping, Typing,

Engineering Economics.

Mathematics - Calculus, for its value and so that it

will be possible to take engineering subjects that require it.

English - More english courses.

Men who are now heads of logging companies believe the

following courses should be placed in the curriculium to train
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men for their work.

Engineering; Subjects - ( The same as those recommended

for Logging Engineering.)

Business Administration - Business courses, Logging and

Forestry Economics, and Typing.

Roads - Construction and surfacing of roads.

Time Studies

It is the belief of these men that graduates should be

trained as engineers not foresters for the logging and

lumber industry. Some courses have not been essential and

only took time in college when more valuable courses could

have been taken. These also are in the order of most prefer-

ance.

Botany

Forest Finance, Economics, and Policy

Political Science

Economics

Men in the industry must have a knowledge of forestry,

logging Is closely associated with it. Among the courses

in forestry that have been very useful and should not be

changed are:

Tree Identification

Silviculture

Mensuration

We must give credit to the graduates that entered a new

field and developed it. It is from their experience that

we can develop the field more by training men specialized in

different fields of the profession. It is with this view in
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mind that these men have made their unbiased suggestions.

Summary

In summarizing this survey, I hope the purpose of the

report has been accomplished. It has been attempted to sum

marize each topic as much as possible and to state the con

clusion. As conditions have not been the same when every man

graduated no definite conclusions can be made.

It is recommended that students interested in a certain

field develop themselves as much as possible in school

through the suggestions presented by former graduates in their

field.

As time goes on the same conditions will present them

selves as they have in the past. In this case, the students

could apply the material presented here to know what to ex

pect and their choice of work accordingly.

It is with the hope of fully training men for their

professions, thus more closely accomplishing the purpose of

a college education, that this report has been written.




